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Beyond The Music (The Rock Gods
Book 7)

Lincoln Stallworth, bass player for Black Ice, has quietly watched each of his band mates fall in love
and has accepted the fact he'll probably never find the same for himself. He doesn't really believe in
true love, couldn't fully understand the absurdity of it, or the notion there could be just one perfect
person for everyone. A debilitating health issue began to shadow Lincoln in the middle of their last
tour. As his physical symptoms worsen, Lincoln has to fight the urge to hide from the world and
himself inside his estate.Aaron Baylor enters Lincoln's life at his lowest point. Lincoln feels broken,
damaged beyond repair, and he's ready to give-up. Aaron's patience and unwavering support
slowly begin to pull Lincoln back to being present in his own life and gives him hope for a future and
for love. Will Aaron be the glue that holds the broken pieces of Lincoln's life together? Can Lincoln
fight his way back to good health and take a chance at love? Or will the task be too great for Lincoln
to handle? Beyond The Music is Book 7 in The Rock Gods series. This is the final story in the
series, but also the launch of a new M/M spin-off series, Guarding the Gods, which will have many
cameo appearances from The Rock Gods characters in each story. If you enjoyed The Rock Gods,
I hope you'll give Guarding the Gods a try!
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I ended up reading this series out of order since I was looking forward to this book and didn't have
time to read all the others before this one was released. For those of you haven't read the series, I
can tell you it isn't necessary to read all the books or read them in order to understand what is
happening in this book. But I guarantee you will likely do what I'm doing and go back and start
reading the other books because you get a chance to meet the other characters in the series and
can't help but want to know their stories.On to Lincoln and Aaron...Love them - they were fantastic.
Ms. Lister didn't hesitate for even a moment to throw us into Lincoln's world and what he was going
through. From page one I could feel his pain and fear as he struggled to deal with his symptoms that
had been plaguing him for years. When he got his devastating diagnosis, I actually freaked out a
little because it wasn't some quick and easy issue that would be fixed with some medication or
therapy. Everything after that was a roller coaster of emotions as I witnessed what Lincoln was
going through. I felt like I was standing right next to him as he tried to understand and accept what
was happening to him and I actually felt his anger, pain, frustration and fear. I was hopeful when
Aaron, an in-home nurse, arrived at the request of Lincoln's thankfully pushy friend, Spumoni. But
again, there was no easy cure. As much as this was a love story, it was also a story about learning
to deal with the unexpected changes life sometimes throws at you.I don't want to give away too
much but I can say that this story has a little bit of everything. Lincoln and Aaron were amazing
together but it wasn't an easy road for either of them.
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